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Abstract 
Rodionov, V.I., On the number of labeled acyclic digraphs, Discrete Mathematics 105 (1992) 
319-321. 
Let A,(x) denote the generating function for all labeled acyclic digraphs of order n, i.e. 
A,(x) = cF=‘=, A,$, where A,, is equal to the number of labeled acyclic digraphs on n points 
with r arcs. The following recurrence holds 
s, (-l)m-i(;)(l +x)“‘(“-)A,,&) = 1. 
The generating function 
(where A, = A,(l) is the number of labeled acyclic digraphs of order n) is given by the formula 
A(t) = (~~,++j’ 
Let A,, denote the set of all labeled acyclic digraphs with points vi, . . . , v,. 
These digraphs will be called A-graphs. A, will denote the number of A-graphs of 
order n. In [l-3] recurrences are given which let A,, be calculated. In the present 
note we give direct formula and simpler recurrence formula for A,,. This 
recurrence is proved for the generating functions A,(x) = C~zoA,$, which are 
polynomials with the coefficient A,, equal to the number of A-graphs of order n 
having r arcs. It is clear that A,, = A,(l). We also give the formula for the 
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generating function 
=g Ak 2-(9tk, 
k=o k! (1) 
where A, = A,(x) = 1. The series (1) converges in a neighbourhood of zero. 
Theorem 1. The polynomials A,(x) when n Z= 0 satisfy the recurrence 
where 6,” is Kronecker’s symbol. 
Proof. When it = 0 the formula (2) is true by definition. Let n 2 1 and 
N= (1, . . . , n}. Fix r 3 0 and for any nonempty subset cy s N let A,q denote the 
set of all A-graphs of order it with the number of arcs equal to r and all points vi, 
j E cu, having zero indegree. Obviously the inclusion 0 # (Y E p E N implies the 
inclusion AiT G A$ Consequently according to the principle of inclusion and 
exclusion the following equality holds 
A,, = c (- l)la’-’ card A,q 
with the summation extended over all nonempty subsets (Y of N, where Ial 
denotes the number of elements in cr. 
If (Y and /l are such thatla( = l/31 = m 2 1, then 
cardA,q = card Afi:. = $” ( mr:km))A_,,k. 
The first equality in (4) is obvious. Let us prove the second one. The arcs of any 
graph G EAE~ are divided into two classes: the arcs incident with points vi and vj, 
where i, j E N \ a, belong to the first class, and the arcs going from vi, i E (Y, to vj, 
j E N \ a, belong to the second one. Moreover, if there are k arcs in the first class 
then there are r - k arcs in the second one, and this proves (4). 
So, by (3) and (4) the following equality holds true 
A,, = $i (-I)--‘(;) & (mr:km))An--,,, 
and consequently the following chain of equalities holds: 
A~(x) = k, (+--‘(;) z. $+ ( mrIkm))An m,kX 
r 
I 
= zl (-l,-pl(J z. [ zk (m~~~))x’-k]An-m/cxk 
= m$l (+;)(l +x)~(~-~)A,_,(.x). 0 
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Theorem 2. The generating function A(t) for A-graphs is given by the formula 
A(t)(1Ctk;,$2-‘:‘tk = {m;C,+i.)tm)j’. 
Proof. Let the integral function 
be formally multiplied by the series (l), that is 
The last equality is explained by the fact that by Theorem 1 the expression in 
square brackets is equal to ~3,~). From this it follows that the series E’(t) and 
A(t) coincide in any neighbourhood of zero in which there are no roots of the 
function B(t). 0 
Note that for every fixed x $ (-2, 0) the series 
- A&) c -(1 +x)-(%k and m$C,s(l +x)-‘y’tm 
k=,, k! 
are analytic in a neighbourhood of zero and mutually inverse in the algebra of 
functions analytic at zero. Moreover, for any fixed x # -1 these series are 
mutually inverse in the algebra of formal power series. 
Corollary. For n 2 1 the polynomial A,(x) is given by the formula 
An(x) = )(l +X)(nZ-Cp?)‘2 
summing over all ordered sets (p 1, . . . , pk) of natural numbers such that 
Pl+.* .+pk=n. 
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